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Despite numerous theoretical models and simulation results, a clear physical picture of dislocations
traveling at velocities comparable to the speed of sound in the medium remains elusive. Using two
complementary atomistic methods to model uniformly moving screw dislocations, lattice dynamics and
molecular dynamics, the existence of mechanical instabilities in the system is shown. These instabilities
are found at material-dependent velocities far below the speed of sound. We show that these are the
onset of an atomistic kinematic generation mechanism, which ultimately results in an avalanche of
further dislocations. This homogeneous nucleation mechanism, observed but never fully explained
before, is relevant in moderate and high strain rate phenomena including adiabatic shear banding,
dynamic fracture, and shock loading. In principle, these mechanical instabilities do not prevent
supersonic motion of dislocations.
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Gliding dislocations dominate the plastic deformation
of crystalline materials [1], particularly under high strain
rates and shock loading conditions [2,3], and have been
studied for almost as long as dislocation theory itself. In
these regimes, dislocations are assumed to move en masse
without the involvement of kinks [1]. For a Volterra
dislocation in a linear elastic continuum, Frank [4] and
Eshelby [5,6] found the elastic energy of a uniformly
moving dislocation diverged at the transverse speed of
sound, which suggested the existence of a limiting speed
for dislocations. Early experimental studies of dislocation
mobility also suggested a saturation of glide speeds as
the speed of sound is approached [7–10]. Since then,
continuum models of increasing complexity have been
proposed to describe dislocation glide [11–18]. The limit-
ing speeds of dislocations found in continuum models have
been attributed to inadequate treatments of the dislocation
core [18,19] and the inherent limitations of the small strain
approximation [20–22].
The insights from continuum elasticity were chal-

lenged first by lattice dynamics models of uniformly
moving dislocations which explicitly treated dislocation-
lattice interactions [23–26]. The greatest success of

these early atomistic models was the formulation of
selection rules for lattice waves emitted by a dislocation
as it travels through a lattice. This radiation is com-
pletely absent in continuum models but plays a crucial
role in dislocation mobility formulations [27]. None of
these atomistic models found an insurmountable limiting
velocity for dislocations. This was confirmed in large-
scale nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations that have been employed to study dislocation
glide in the last 20 years. A consensus has developed
that dislocations may achieve supersonic speeds in MD
simulations for a variety of metals [28–33]. To our
knowledge, there is no experimental evidence to support
or refute this view.
Although no hard barriers were found, the early atom-

istic models did demonstrate the existence of critical
dislocation velocities far below the shear wave speed of
the crystal, at which the dislocation-lattice system was
driven at a resonant frequency. These were found to occur
whenever the group and phase velocities of the emitted
radiation were equal to the dislocation velocity, prohibiting
the energy carried by these lattice waves to escape the
dislocation core [23–26]. Although the origins of these
resonant velocities were established, their physical impli-
cations have not been explored on the grounds that these
lattice dynamics models lose physical significance at
resonance [24,26,34].
This Letter shows that the dislocation-lattice resonan-

ces [23–26] give rise to mechanical instabilities that
result in the kinematic generation of screw dislocations.
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Using the theory of lattice dynamics we show that the
crystal lattice becomes unstable to the generation of new
dislocations at these resonances. We then use MD
simulations to remove the approximations of lattice
dynamics and confirm the kinematic generation of screw
dislocations [1,35,36] at speeds close to those predicted
by lattice dynamics theory. This enables us to explain
previously reported instabilities in atomistic models
[29,36,37]. These instabilities may be significant in
adiabatic shear banding [38], dynamic fracture, and
displacive phase transitions.
To demonstrate the mechanical instability we consider

first the interaction between a uniformly moving screw
dislocation and vibrations of the crystal lattice, using
Kanzaki forces [39]. When imposed on a perfect lattice
treated in the harmonic approximation [40] the Kanzaki
force distribution gives rise to the expected displace-
ments of the defect it represents. Originally conceived
for point defects, the method was extended and shown
to be suitable for the treatment of static and uniformly
moving screw dislocations [26,41–43]. The displacement
field in a lattice due to a Kanzaki force distribution
FK is [44]

uðri; tÞ ¼
X
j

Z
∞

−∞
dt0Gðri − rj; t − t0ÞFKðrj; t0Þ; ð1Þ

where ri refers to the position of particle i in the lattice
and G is the lattice Green’s function matrix [45]. To
simplify the notation but without loss of generality, a
monatomic lattice has been assumed throughout. The
translation invariance of the crystal enables the Fourier
transform of the lattice Green’s function matrix to be
written as [45,46]

G̃αβðk;ωÞ ¼
1

M

X
b

ũαðk; bÞũ�βðk; bÞ
ω2ðk; bÞ − ω2 þ 2iΓω

; ð2Þ

where M is the atomic mass, ωðk; bÞ is the vibration
frequency of the normal mode with wave vector k and
branch index b and ũ is its associated normalized polari-
zation vector [45]. Γ is the coefficient of the viscous
damping applied to all atoms, introduced to regularize
Eq. (2) at the resonant frequencies ω ¼ ωðk; bÞ. The
normal mode frequencies are determined for the same
interatomic potentials as will be used in theMD simulations
below.
We consider the case of a uniformly moving screw

dislocation with Burgers vector B ¼ Bẑ, propagating with
velocity vd along the x axis passing x ¼ 0 at t ¼ 0. The
glide plane is defined to lie halfway between 2 lattice
planes with normal ŷ. A schematic is shown in the inset of
Fig. 1. This moving dislocation is generated in a perfect
lattice by the Kanzaki forces [26,43,47]

FKðriÞ ¼ Fiα ¼
X
β;j

BδzβΨijDiαjβ × Θðvdt − xiÞ; ð3Þ

where D is the matrix of force constants of the lattice, ΘðxÞ
is the step function, and Ψij ¼ �1 if the particle i is above
(below) the glide plane and j below (above), and 0
otherwise. We see from Eq. (3) that this Kanzaki force
distribution is nonzero only in a finite region centered on
the glide plane equal to the range of the force constants. The
lattice symmetry in the z direction is retained and the
crystal is treated as a 2D arrangement of infinitely long,
rigid atomic rows. The Kanzaki forces, Eq. (3), introduce a
relative displacement of atomic rows on either side of the
slip plane equal to B. From Eq. (3) we obtain

F̃αðk;ωÞ ¼ 4πB
X
l>0

Fαl sin ðkyyjÞ
δðωþ vdkxÞ

kx þ iϵ
; ð4Þ

where the index l refers to the lth lattice plane above
and parallel with the cut plane with Fl being the Kanzaki
force acting on every atomic row in this plane, and where
ϵ → 0þ as implied by the Sokhotski-Plemelj formula [48].
The domain on which Eq. (4) is uniquely defined is
kx ∈ ½−∞;∞�; ky ∈ ½−kby; kby �, where kby is the maximum
value of ky found in the lattice Brillouin zone. This is
because the Kanzaki force as defined in Eq. (3) breaks the
crystal symmetry in the x direction only, leaving the y-
direction translation symmetry intact. We can now evaluate
the relative displacement between the rows immediately
above and below the glide plane Δuðxi; tÞ ¼ uzðxi; y1; tÞ −
uzðxi; y−1; tÞ as the screw dislocation passes. Combining
Eqs. (2) and (4) this yields

FIG. 1. The relative displacement jump caused by a uniformly
moving screw dislocation with velocity vd in the simple cubic
model as computed with lattice dynamics. Note the resonance for
vd ¼ 0.3ct.
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Δuðxi; tÞ ¼ −
4B

kbyπM

X
l>0;b;β

Z
kby

0

dky

Z
∞

0

dkxFβl sinðkyyjÞ sinðkyy1Þũzðk; bÞũ�βðk; bÞ

×

�ðω2ðk; bÞ − v2dk
2
xÞ sin ½kxðxi − vdtÞ� þ 2Γvdkx cos ½kxðxi − vdtÞ�

ðkx þ iϵÞ½ðω2ðk; bÞ − v2dk
2
xÞ2 þ 4Γ2v2dk

2
x�

−
πδðkxÞ

2ω2ðk; bÞ
�
: ð5Þ

Note that the last term of the integrand of Eq. (5) is ill
defined as k → ð0; 0Þ. However, this singularity can be
avoided using a kx ¼ 1=λ substitution. All results were
evaluated with the minimal Γ that ensured convergence of
the results.
An in house code was written to evaluate Eq. (5), using

cubature [49] for the numerical integration part. First,
results were obtained for a square lattice with lattice
constant a, and the dislocation line parallel to a cube edge.
Atomic rows interact only with their nearest neighbors

Uhðuz;ijÞ ¼
K
2
u2z;ij; ð6Þ

where K is the harmonic force constant and uz;ij ¼
uzðriÞ − uzðrjÞ. This is the lattice as studied by Caro
and Glass in Ref. [26] and drawn schematically in the
inset of Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 we make three observations. First, a
resonance is present for dislocations traveling at vd¼0.3ct,
far below the shear wave speed of the lattice ct. This is in
agreement with previous studies on the mobility of a screw
dislocation in comparable lattices [23–26]. These works
also explain in detail why the resonance occurs at this
velocity. The focus here is on the physical consequences of
this resonance. With increasing velocity, we observe the
expected screw dislocation behavior: as the dislocation
passes xi, ΔuðxiÞ jumps from 0 to B, around which it
oscillates with decreasing amplitude. The initial overshoot
increases with increasing vd and plateaus at 1.4B. Finally,
contrary to continuum model predictions [4,5] nothing
extraordinary is seen to occur for vd ¼ ct.
Equivalent results were obtained for a uniformly moving

screw dislocation in bcc tungsten modeled using an
embedded atom potential [50]. This provides a more
realistic dispersion relation ωðk; bÞ compared to earlier
lattice dynamics models [23–26]. Similar observations to
those for the simple cubic lattice model manifested them-
selves in this case. A resonance was observed to occur
around vd ¼ 0.24ct. At higher speeds, the initial overshoot
grew and peaked at 1.46B for vd ¼ 0.97ct.
The simple cubic lattice dynamics model was compared

with a MD simulation in an identical arrangement, where
atomic rows interacted through a quartic interaction potential

Uqðuz;ijÞ ¼
Ka2

2

��
uz;ij
a

mod 1

�
2

− 2

�
uz;ij
a

mod 1

�
4
�

ð7Þ

such that UqðxÞ ¼ Uqðxþ naÞ for n ∈ Z. A simple cubic
latticewas constructed comprising 100 by 100 atoms along x
and y axes, and just 1 atom along z with periodic boundary
conditions in this direction. Free boundary conditions were
used in the other two directions. A homogeneous shear
stress σyz ¼ 13σth=20 was applied to the lattice, where

σth ¼ Ka=ð3 ffiffiffi
3

p Þ is the theoretical shear strength, and the
lattice was relaxed. Then a screw dislocation was injected by
instantaneously displacing the lattice planes y ¼ 50a and
y ¼ 51a by�a=2ẑ, respectively, for x < 50a. Subsequently,
the MD simulation was run in the NVE ensemble while
maintaining the uniform driving stress σyz and was stopped
before the fastest traveling lattice waves emanating from
the dislocation reached the box boundary. The dislocations
were observed to reach their terminal velocity in only a few
time units (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M=K

p
) after their injection, in agreement

with Ref. [29].
Figure 2 shows the observed ΔuðtÞ along the glide plane

for vd ¼ 0.72ct. It can be seen that at early times [t < 35 in
Fig. 2(a)] the glide plane profile is exactly what one would
expect for a propagating dislocation: Δu ¼ 0 before and
Δu ≈ B behind the dislocation. However, over time the
initial overshoot increases in magnitude which builds up to

FIG. 2. ΔuðtÞ on the glide plane as observed in the MD with
quartic interaction potentialUq at different times expressed in units
of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M=K

p
. A single dislocation is injected at x ¼ 50a at t ¼ 0 and

travels to the right. The first kinematic generation event is shown in
(a), followed by the second event in (b). Their associated
dislocation reactions are shown in the top insets where circles
and rectangles represent screw dislocations of opposite handed-
ness and the arrows above them indicate their directions of travel.
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a critical point at which the dislocation causes a relative
displacement jump of 2B. This necessarily gives rise
to a displacement jump of −B behind the initial dislocation
which can be seen to propagate in the opposite direction
to the original dislocation. This is a kinematic genera-
tion mechanism [1] with dislocation reaction equation
B ⇒ 2Bþ −B, represented in the top inset of Fig. 2.
Following this initial generation event, the dislocations
propagate until the same mechanism produces another
kinematic generation event, shown in Fig. 2(b). It is clear
that these are only the first two kinematic generation events
of a subsequent cascade.
From the lattice dynamics model above we can explain

this kinematic generation mechanism as follows: At res-
onant dislocation velocities, Δu exceeds 1.5B which will
result in the kinematic generation mechanism discussed
above. In the MD this critical point is reached more easily
compared to the lattice dynamics model as the stiffness
decreases with increasing separation between atoms. This
shows that the lattice models can be considered to be a
limiting case: if the overshoot goes beyond 1.5B in the
lattice model, it is likely that this mechanism is accessible
in a real crystal.
We have compared the tungsten lattice dynamics model

to an equivalent MD simulation of a uniformly moving
screw dislocation, employing LAMMPS [51,52] and an
embedded atom interatomic potential developed for bcc
W [50]. A 1=2h111i screw dislocation gliding along x ¼
½112̄� was initially inserted by displacing the perfect lattice
atoms according to the displacement field predicted by
elasticity using ATOMSK [53], in a box of dimensions
80×50×30 unit cells with x ¼ ½112̄�, y ¼ ½11̄0�, z ¼ ½111�
subject to periodic boundary conditions. The system was
then equilibrated using a conjugate gradient minimization
to recover the 0 K dislocation structure [51,54], and then

thermalized in the NVT ensemble for 10 ps to the target
temperature. Subsequently, the MD simulation was run in
the NVE ensemble by applying a constant force in the z
direction on the first two top and bottom atomic layers
(cf. Refs. [31,55]). To prevent overheating due to the
applied loads, the second and third layers were thermalized
in the NVT ensemble throughout (cf. Ref. [54]). As can be
seen in the series of snapshots in Fig. 3, upon reaching a
velocity of 709.74� 356.84 m=s at an external load of
around 250 MPa, the original dislocation was seen to
dissociate into a þ2B and a −1B dislocation on different
f112g planes. This kinematic generation mechanism was
observed for target temperatures of 10K, 50K, 125K, 298K,
and 450 K and was solely dependent on the dislocation
reaching the target critical velocity of≈0.27ct. It is clear that
this velocity has to be sustained for a couple of ps to give the
generationmechanism time to act. This is in good agreement
with the vd ¼ 0.24ct resonance determined from the tung-
sten lattice dynamicsmodel. Further dissociations resulted in
a cascade and substantial plastic softening of the system as
shown in Fig. 3. The cascade is accompanied by dissipation
of energy from the dislocation cores as heat. Thus, kinematic
generation offers a feasible onset mechanism for adiabatic
shear banding in loading regimes where dislocation speeds
are large [38].
TheseMDsimulations confirm the resonances determined

in lattice dynamics models have physical significance: They
introduce mechanical instabilities which activate kinematic
generation of dislocations. This offers an alternative to
previous interpretations in which the resonances were seen
as insurmountable barriers to dislocation motion and dis-
missed as unphysical artifacts of lattice dynamicsmodels [1].
This multiplication mechanism may explain previous obser-
vations of dislocation avalanches in MD simulations of edge
dislocations [35,36]. This questions the continuum elasticity

FIG. 3. Snaphsot of the kinematic generation dissociation process observable in MD simulations of bcc W at 125 K. The dislocation
positions were found using the DXA algorithm [56] as implemented in Ovito [57]. White shaded particles indicate regions of
considerable disregistry.
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view of kinematic generation as a core dissociation affecting
only edge dislocations gliding above the Rayleigh wave
speed [1,37,58].
The lattice resonances are purely a consequence of the

radiation that emerges due to the periodic breaking
and making of bonds across the cut plane as the disloca-
tion moves through the crystal. This is why the instabilities
are absent in continuum models. Furthermore, the quanti-
tative agreement between the lattice dynamics models and
their equivalent MD simulations in determining the res-
onant dislocation velocity suggests that the detail of the
dislocation core structure is of secondary importance since
the former do not include a core description and the
latter do.
To accelerate dislocations beyond the speed of sound, it

is likely they will have to pass through instabilities. These
affect the motion of the dislocation qualitatively in one of
two ways depending on the duration of the kinematic
generation mechanism. If the dislocation is accelerated
beyond the resonant velocity region quicker than the
kinematic generation mechanism needs to act, the insta-
bility will be avoided. On the other hand, if the dislocation’s
acceleration is too small it may get trapped: At resonance
the kinetic energy of atoms in the dislocation core will rise
and be converted into the generation of dislocation pairs.
The repetition of this process will prevent the dislocation
from accelerating through the resonance. Thus, kinematic
generation of dislocations is an avoidable barrier to
supersonic dislocation motion, which depends on the time
available for the mechanism to act. For example, injecting
dislocations [28] at supersonic speeds avoids kinematic
generation completely. However, it does render dislocation
motion beyond them highly dependent on how the insta-
bilities were surpassed. This may explain why despite
the numerous MD simulations available in the literature
[30–33,55,59] there is still no generally accepted disloca-
tion mobility law at high dislocation speeds.
Whether there is sufficient time for a dislocation

avalanche to develop will become an additional consid-
eration in larger scale dislocation dynamics simulations
[60–62] and in producing continuum plastic flow rules
[63–65]. The velocities at which we observe kinematic
generation are much lower than previously thought which
will have implications for deformation processes at mod-
erate strain rates, such as adiabatic shear banding [66],
dynamic fracture [67,68], and in describing the Hugoniot
state under ramp and shock loading [3]. This extends the
relevance of kinematic generation to many industrially
relevant processes such as machining [69], forging [70],
and wear [71].
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